HOLISTIC HIGH BLOOD
PRESSURE TREATMENT
AFFILIATE EMAILS

This document contains 13 highly profitable emails swipes you can use in your
promotions of ‘High Blood Pressure Treatment’.

They have been repeatedly tested, tweaked and fine-tuned for the best conversions
possible.

Be sure to insert your links at the appropriate locations within the email swipes.

Your hoplink format is as follows:
https://app.paykickstart.com/checkout/.....ID#
Just replace “ID#” with your paykickstart affiliate ID#.
We wish you all the best in your promotions of ‘High Blood Pressure Treatment’.

Signed with success,
High Blood Pressure Treatment

SUBJECT:
[PIC] Discover the Secret to High Blood Pressure Treatment! How?!...

SUBJECT FOR UNOPENS:
Why This PIC Shocked Me to the Core…

MESSAGE:
Today I want to share a picture with you that makes me want to question the true
nature of what we believe is possible…
When I saw it, I simply couldn’t believe my eyes!
In fact, it shocked me to the core…
The picture I’m talking about is of David Monroe, a 41-year old accountant, who had
just been promoted…
Of course, additional responsibilities came with the new position; but the extra stress
was not really significant or so David thought.
The first signs of shortness of breath hit David only three months after the promotion.
Two months later, he was at the cardiologist, seeking treatment for stroke.
The stroke nearly ended his life.
As an accountant, calculating the odds, is what, David excelled at. He concluded that
his life was over, given his age and weight problems.

Everything changed, when he accidentally stumbled upon “Holistic High Blood
Pressure Treatment”

<a href="https: //app.paykickstart.com/checkout/..... "><img
src="https://i.postimg.cc/vZffYkLR/Good-Heart-Health-png.png" alt="High Blood
Pressure Treatment"></a> (PLACE CODE HERE TO SHOW THE IMAGE) OR JUST
DOWNLOAD THE IMAGE AND PLACE MANUALLY)

David began applying the techniques. In just 7weeks, he was awed by the
astounding results.
You should absolutely get yourself a copy, if you want him to revitalize your health.
[Sign Off Line]

SUBJECT:
How I Overcame High Blood Pressure in 7Weeks Flat!

MESSAGE:
Hi {!firstname_fix},
Even though, I was barely middle-aged, I suffered my first stroke on the doorsteps of
my job.
…It was devastating. I had no intention to die from hypertension and abandon my
two lovely daughters as orphans.
I had a solid life insurance policy; but, you know, how these companies are. They
always find an excuse not to pay.
No! I couldn’t count on any life insurance company to take care of my family once I
am gone.
I decided to move heaven and earth to overcome my hypertension.
My first tip came from ‘Men’s Health’ magazine. Further research led me to “Holistic
High Blood Pressure Treatment”.
The key to a revitalized heart absolutely blew my mind away. Harry Goodman
teaches revolutionary breathing techniques that infuse oxygen into the recesses of
your heart.
All I had to do was combine these exercises with a clean diet and my blood pressure
was normalized in just 7weeks flat.

<a href=" https: //app.paykickstart.com/checkout/..... "><img
src="https://i.postimg.cc/vH66hkK1/Breathing-Meditation.jpg" alt="High Blood
Pressure Treatment"></a> (PLACE CODE HERE TO SHOW THE IMAGE) OR JUST
DOWNLOAD THE IMAGE AND PLACE MANUALLY)

P.S. The 53,816 men who have watched this video so far have completely changed
their lives.
…simply by following the exact steps outlined in the ‘Holistic High Blood Pressure
Treatment’ program.
[Sign Off Line]

SUBJECT:
Sorry, You Missed Your Chance

MESSAGE:
Hi {!firstname_fix},
I tried reaching you yesterday, but I think you missed my note…
You see, yesterday afternoon, Harry and David Gardner announced their
breakthrough in ‘High Blood Pressure’ research.
But since I never heard back from you, I sent the pills to another patient of mine.
Fear not! There’s a bright side here:
The cutting-edge treatment for high blood pressure is being released to the general
public.
So, there’s going to be an adequate supply of pills in the near future.
Be among the first to place an order and you won’t have to undergo the ultimate test
of patients in the waiting lines.
In dealing with ‘high blood pressure’ it always makes good sense to clean up your
diet, reduce your sodium intake, quite drinking and smoking.

<a href=" https: //app.paykickstart.com/checkout/..... "><img
src="https://i.postimg.cc/sfWh9bqM/Blood-Pressure-Support-Formula.png" alt="High
Blood Pressure Treatment"></a> (PLACE CODE HERE TO SHOW THE IMAGE) OR
JUST DOWNLOAD THE IMAGE AND PLACE MANUALLY)

In just 7weeks flat, these pills will get your blood pressure to 120/80 mm Hg or less.
The track record of the ‘Holistic High Blood Pressure Treatment’ program is pretty
astounding.
-Henry Monroe, normalized his blood pressure only after 12weeks of using this
program.
-Terrence Strock, who was 68lbs overweight, normalized his blood pressure after
13weeks of using the program.
-Amanda Kelly, whom had been given up for incurable by her cardiologist,
normalized her blood only after 10weeks of using this program.
And that’s only a small sampling of the thousands, reporting phenomenal results by
using this program.

Get yourself a copy right now, while the supply still lasts.
To Your Success in Restoring Your Cardiovascular Health

[Sign Off Line]

SUBJECT OPTIONS:

MESSAGE:
Time is running out and you might not get a second chance.
Please clear your schedule of all distractions and give this a second chance
because… HYPERTENSION can literally kill you.
Now, if you’re like most people, you need your health in order to pursue your goals in
life.
You want normal blood pressure in order to pursue robust life activities.
You would love to avoid a stroke on Monday morning. Statistically, this is the day and
time most men suffer from stroke.
It’s the stress STUPID!
Of course, your weight also plays a role because high blood pressure is the result of
blood pushing forcefully against your arterial walls.

Excess body-fat constricts the arteries and increases the likelihood of blood pressure
mounting, just to get to the extremities of your body.
Lose weight, clean up your diet, quit smoking, put down the wine glass and exercise.
You can do all of the above or you can grab the ‘Holistic High Blood Pressure
Treatment’ program.
This breakthrough ‘High Blood Pressure Treatment’ will save your life.

<a href=" Insert Your Aff Link Here "><img src="https://i.postimg.cc/g2tjPK19/thestress-stupid.png" alt="High Blood Pressure Treatment"></a> (PLACE CODE HERE
TO SHOW THE IMAGE) OR JUST DOWNLOAD THE IMAGE AND PLACE
MANUALLY)

[Sign Off Line]

SUBJECT:

MESSAGE:
Hey {!firstname_fix},
I recently came across a surprising quiz that most people miserably fail at…
Wanna try it yourself?
I’m glad you do!
So, quick question…
Did you know that stroke is the leading cause of death for middle-aged men in
America?
But here’s where it gets tricky...
Recent studies conducted by leading cardiologists at Massachusetts Institute of
Technology have revealed that men can be led into specific routines just by triggering
these drives. These drives are the driving forces behind cardiovascular health.
The harsh truth is this...
If you ever want to get ‘High Blood Pressure Treatment’ you need to understand this
first. The health of your heart and your weight are interlinked.
To normalize your blood pressure...You must AVOID this one mistake!

But which of these three mistakes do you think is it? (Choose your answer below –
you’d be surprised!)

A. Click here if you think overweight is the leading
cause of high blood pressure
B. Click here if you think stress is the main cause of
stroke
C. Click here if you think regular exercise will
eliminate risk of hypertension
Look… this is the one secret that everyone keeps talking about; all the while, ignoring
one of the most fundamental triggers of cardiovascular health.
The human heart is literally built to pump blood.
High blood pressure, then, does not result from the heart doing what it was meant to
do.
It results from a combination of other factors such as stress and poor health.
The remedy is to eliminate all the causes of high blood pressure. Get the ‘holistic
high blood pressure treatment’ program today.
[Sign Off Line]

(SEND TO YOUR ENTIRE LIST AFTER SENDING ONE
OF THESE EMAILS FIRST)

SUBJECT OPTIONS:

MESSAGE:
An Open Letter to Anyone Who Wants to Normalize his Blood Pressure in 7weeks
flat!
Lazy Trim has already helped scores of people normalize their blood pressure in
ways much easier than ever thought possible. Why not find out what Lazy Trim can
do for you by accepting the first two weeks supply at my risk!

Dear friend,
I’ve developed something very powerful for the almost effortless reduction of blood
pressure.

In fact it’s so powerful that, depending on how high your blood pressure is, it allows
you to drop your blood pressure by 18 mm Hg just through breathing exercises.
Just by cleaning up your diet, you can lose weight and reduce your blood pressure by
another 30 mm Hg.
Real meals; mouthwatering delicious meals; meals that give you that wonderful
satisfying feeling that you’ve really eaten when you get up from the table. But, best of
all, it’s based on science, factual science, not false claims nor empty promises, and
I’ll stick my medical reputation on it.
No calorie counting.
No side effects, natural, gentle, safe.
No caffeine or harmful stimulants.
No nervousness or irritability.

You see, being a cardiologist that has specialized in weight loss and rejuvenation for
more than 25 years, I’ve learned a great deal about how you can successfully
revitalize your heart.

How you can actually strengthen your arterial walls and reverse years of damage
done by blood pressure chugging away at its fragile walls.

How you can definitely lose embarrassing fat and flab, even if you’ve failed time and
time again!

And my number one blood pressure reduction secret, the secret that has helped so
many stroke patients just like you normalize their blood pressure the lazy way can be
boiled down to simply this.

No matter what you’ve been told — trying to normalize your blood pressure the hard
way, the way that requires tons of effort, deprivation, and lots of will-power, just
doesn’t work!
It’s not losing weight that really makes the difference between cardiovascular health
and a person at risk of hypertension.
Why? Because weight loss does nothing to strengthen your arterial walls.

And even worse, weight loss could add to your stress levels thus increasing the risk
of hypertension.
The only viable remedy is a holistic high blood pressure treatment program.
Click the link below and watch the free version while it’s still up:

==>When you are ready to rejuvenate your cardiovascular health <a href="[Insert
Your Affiliate Link Here]" target=“_blank”>High Blood Pressure Treatment</a>

You’ll be glad you did.

[Sign Off Line]

SUBJECT:

Hook:

MESSAGE:
Hi {!firstname_fix},
The “secret ingredient” that can make your heart as healthy as that of a 25year old
athlete. Do this …. And your cardiovascular health will be optimized.
Be cautious with this SECRET INGREDIENT! It can transform you into a top-notch
athlete.

I only share this “secret ingredient” with a select few, after personal direct approval. If
I don’t vet you, I won’t hand you the secret.

Experience has taught me that too many men carelessly abuse this “secret
ingredient” in spite of vehement warnings.

Foolishness is the reason, why any man abuses this primeval source of vigor.

An intelligent man will NEVER try to return to his twenties. You live your twenties only
once.

You need the optimal cardiovascular health that is suitable to your age. That is what
the “holistic high blood pressure treatment” program can give you.

Let me seize this opportunity to warn you again!

You do not want to return to your twenties and become an Olympic athlete. You want
the optimal cardiovascular health for your age.
There is no need, pleading with me to give you the secret to become a raging bull…

<a href='[Insert Your Affiliate Link Here]' target='_blank'><img
src=‘https://i.postimg.cc/BZwJbvMD/fit-middle-aged-couple.jpg’ border='0'
alt='Secret-Ingredient'/></a>
The methods of activating this primeval cardiovascular trigger are reserved only for
those, who prove trustworthy with responsibility.
The “Holistic High Blood Pressure Treatment” program has an initiation level. Once
you acquire the program and pass this initiation level, you can apply for the “secret
ingredient”, but not a day sooner.

I am sorry about this! I understand, the past abusers of this secret have nothing to do
with you, but I still have to be cautious because there are other predators at large.

You’ll be glad you got this program.

[Sign Off Line]

Subject:

Hi {Name of Prospect },
Entrepreneur Normalized his blood pressure and Now Devotes His Life to
Helping Others Restore their Cardiovascular health!

Read This If You Are Truly Serious About Restoring Your Cardiovascular Health…

If you have a high blood pressure problem, I want you to pay attention to this
scenario.
Look at all the men running around with the weight of the world on their shoulders.
Maybe you saw my story on CBS Live or Good Morning America. You may have read
about me in the Detroit Free Press, the Oakland Daily Tribune or even the National
Enquirer.

Believe me, if you want to normalize your blood pressure, I can tell you exactly how
to do it.
* Without hunger!
* Without pills!
* Without low-energy!
* Without giving up good food!
And, best of all, I can show you how to do it fast (very fast) without spending hardly
any money.

Listen: my name is Harry Goodman and, not long ago, my blood pressure flew off the
charts.

I felt like a freak and I wanted to die. In the past 2years, I was thrice on the verge of a
stroke.
I was only 47 but it seemed to me my life was over. Every day I wore the same
clothes to work. I was under so much stress that I totally neglected my looks.
I was also neglecting my health. I was going about with a 94inch waist!

I could only sleep on my back because if I slept on my side, my enormous weight
would cut off circulation to my arm leaving it white and painful.

Each morning my family had to help me out of bed by pulling and yanking for five
minutes.
I could hardly fit behind the steering wheel of my car and my wife had left me.
What woman would look twice at a grotesque slob like me?

I was too ashamed of myself to even appear on social events.

The last time I measured my blood pressure, it was way off the mark…

My life was a mess. I tried a dozen diets but couldn’t stick to them. The more
depressed I became about my weight, the more my stress levels spiked.

In spite of my cardiologist’s warnings, things keep going downhill; until, I stumbled
upon the “Holistic High Blood Pressure Treatment” program.

It gave me three specific set of actions. These action-steps are not some vague
fantasies with no relation to reality.
These are actual scientifically proven actions, which produce the designated results,
when performed.

Perform these actions and you are guaranteed to optimize your cardiovascular
health; NOT some of the time, but 100% of the time.

[Sign Off Line]
P.S. As you might guess, cardiologists are NOT happy about this and I am under the
radar, so I don’t know how much longer I can keep this information public…I suggest
you check it out while you still can!

Subject: 3 Exercises to Restore Your Cardiovascular Health
Hook:

Hi {Name of Prospect},
If your blood pressure is too high then, you will definitely want to see this.

Did you know there are three exercises you can perform to restore your
cardiovascular health... that will rejuvenate your heart and strengthen your arterial
walls?

The reason is simple. There is a “secret signal” that detoxifies the heart and protects
the lining on the walls of your arteries.

This signal is so hardwired into a man’s genetics that it will restore his cardiovascular
health quicker than ever before.

In fact, triggering this powerful signal is so vital to by-passing any obstacles to blood
circulation that contributes to the mounting blood pressure.

You’ll immediately notice a resurgence in energy and vitality.

And the powerful “secret signal” that unleashes the hormones responsible for blood
circulation was discovered by the Harvard Cardiologist James Baker.

Thousands of men are already using these “secret signals” to transform their
cardiovascular health into optimal state.

Imagine knowing the exact exercises to perform to restore your health and eliminate
the risk of hypertension.

This presentation reveals the key to optimal cardiovascular health and much, much
more... and it’s a real game changer for any man who wants to normalize his blood
pressure.

If now is a good time, you’ll want to watch this life changing presentation while it’s still
up.

==> 3 Exercises to Normalize Your Blood Pressure [Insert Your Affiliate Link Here]

Sign Off

Subject:

Hook
There’s a cardiovascular health “secret ingredient” that any man can use to
optimize heart. Without it, his cardiovascular health is guaranteed to degrade
over time.

Hi {Name of Prospect},
Strokes can and often arrive suddenly without warning.
Hypertension is America’s leading cause of death for middle-aged men.

You have already heard it all! The most famous one is just get rid of excess weight
and all risk of hypertension will fly out the window!

While it helps to be in normal weight, this will by no means eliminate the risk of
stroke.

The key to optimal cardiovascular health is an integrated approach.
You have to strengthen both your heart and your arterial walls.

I assure you; nothing else would suffice.
But why does this happen?

There’s one BIG reason why your blood pressure spikes above the normal plateau.
Stress often causes the heart beat to accelerate. This increases the pressure of
blood flowing through your arteries.

==> [Grab Video Link from Affiliate Page]

Obviously blood will have a hard time flowing, if too much fat is constricting the walls
of your arteries.

Your arteries can be unclogged by this one secret ingredient.

You see, this “secret ingredient” is so important to cardiovascular health that without
it, your health is doomed to degrade.

Think of this “secret ingredient” as a life saver because that is what it literally is.

If it’s missing, he’ll have to fight an uphill battle to normalize your blood pressure.

On the other hand, when you know this powerful “secret ingredient”...you won’t
believe how effortlessly you can get your cardiovascular health on point.

Trust me! This is going to blow you away.
<a href='[Insert Your Affiliate Link Here]' target='_blank'>Discover it here: </a>

[Sign off]

Subject:

Hook

If your blood pressure is too high, there one thing
you can immediately do, to lower it.
Choose one of These Headlines
1.
2.
3.
4.

Cardiologist Recommends Exercise to Lower Blood Pressure
Oxford Cardiologist Discovers Remedy for High Blood Pressure
Scientists Discover Key Ingredient to Lower Blood Pressure
Cambridge Cardiologist Discovers Cure for High Blood Pressure

Hi {Name of Prospect},
If you have ever felt a compression in your chest, then it is time to be weary.
You might be drifting down the path to a stroke.

Then it’s time to pull out all the stops.
Because 99% of the time, ONE stroke is all it takes for your life to come to an end.

<a href='[Insert Your Affiliate Link Here]' target='_blank'><img
src=‘https://i.postimg.cc/1tbnpKyh/Heart-Attack.png' border='0' alt='Get-Him-toCommit-Second-Chance'/></a>
And once the compression in your chest begins, it would be too late to benefit from
this program...
Profit from the “holistic high blood pressure treatment” before it is too late.
<a href='[Insert Your Affiliate Link Here]' target='_blank'>Check Out Program</a>

[SIGN OFF]

Subject:

Hook
Choose Any of the following hooks:

a) Potassium will Help you Lower Your Blood Pressure
b) Lower Your Blood Pressure with Potassium
c) Combine Potassium with this Ingredient to Lower Your Blood
Pressure
d) The secret to Lower Your Blood Pressure

Hi {Propect’s name},

The 1 thing causing high blood pressure is not what you think. It’s an elusive
combination of emotional and biological stressors found in everyday life.
Intake of Potassium and the right combination of exercises will lower your blood
pressure.
University of Sydney research demonstrates that potassium removes sodium from
your blood.
Consuming potassium is like countering the effects of a high salt diet.
Do not rely exclusively on good nutrition!
Besides giving up salt, you also want to quit smoking and excessive alcohol
consumption.

<a href='[Insert Your Affiliate Link Here]' target='_blank'><img
src='https://i.postimg.cc/RVkdMctY/healthy-aging-1920-x-1080-compressed.jpg'
border='0' alt='Men-s-worst-nightmare'/></a>

Listen up! I know this is cliché; yet, it is true.
Nothing will go a longer way to reducing your blood pressure than regular exercise.
This is one of those remedies which everyone knows but only a few ever really
implement.
Consistent self-discipline is the key to get yourself to exercise regularly.
Use <a href='[Insert Your Affiliate Link Here]' target='_blank'> Holistic High Blood
Pressure Treatment </a> to develop the consistent self-discipline to perform the
proper exercises to lower your blood pressure.

[SIGN OFF]

Hook:

Topics:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

Why Your Blood Pressure is High
Why losing body-fat is not enough to lower your blood pressure
The #1 thing missing from your cardiovascular health menu
Quickest Way to Eliminate the #1 cause for High Blood Pressure

Hi {Prospect’s Name},
This may not sound fair, because it’s notBut did you know that genetics plays a major role in your cardiovascular health?

There are fat guys out there, who stuff their faces everyday with junk food but never
suffer any side-effects.
The rest of us are not so lucky.

For the rest of us; work is required to stay in normal weight and more work is required
to maintain normal blood pressure.

The first thing to do to maintain normal blood pressure is to maintain normal weight.

Excess body-fat will constrict your arteries thus making it hard for blood to flow to the
extremities of your body.

It is this resistance to blood flow that spikes your blood pressure.

Cardiologist, Harry Goodman has developed a groundbreaking technique to
strengthen your arteries and improve your heart health.

<a href='[Insert Your Affiliate Link Here]' target='_blank'>Holistic High Blood Pressure
Treatment </a> is a cutting-edge program with proven techniques to restore your
cardiovascular health.

[Sign off]

